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Gas Prices Got You Down?
Don’t Feel the Same Way
About a Tissue Gas Case
By Lincoln Plain

It can take eight
to twelve hours
for formaldehyde
alone to be
effective in
killing tissue gas.
Luckily for us
as embalmers,
we have some
products
available that
render more
immediate results.
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decubitus ulcers, or necrotizing fasciitis, and
those who have had open wounds exposed to soil,
feces, or water. So, if the body was the victim of
a car accident, or a body found in the woods, or
a drowning case, it should be an automatic red
flag. It can also be spread to a body through the
use of improperly sterilized instruments, both
in the hospital setting and funeral home, but we
will talk about that later.
Tissue gas, once present in the body, can
spread quickly. Waiting a few hours to embalm
can have devastating consequences on how the
deceased will look for a viewing. Acting quickly
and using the correct chemicals will make or
break your end results.
According to the CDC, formaldehyde does
kill clostridium. Chemicals that are 30 index or
higher, like Regal 30, Introfiant, Metasyn 35, or
Permaglo 35, are all good choices for arterial
injection. The only issue is that, even using
stronger chemicals, it takes time to be effective.
The results are not immediate. It can take eight
to twelve hours for formaldehyde alone to be
effective in killing tissue gas. Luckily for us as
embalmers, we have some products available
that render more immediate results.
Those of us who have been around the
block a few times were always taught to add a
couple of bottles of Dis-Spray into our tank to
mix with our solution. It is effective and, in a
pinch, it is your best line of defense for stopping
tissue gas from spreading throughout the body
if that’s all you have in the cabinet. And, equally
as important, it won’t harm your embalming
machine. However, there are products currently
available to you that are better and specifically
designed to combat tissue gas. Products like Halt
GX and Halt Cavity are formulated to stop tissue
gas. If you don’t have some, I strongly suggest
you get some with the hope that you don’t need
to use it. But if you have a case that requires it,
you’ll be kicking yourself for not getting any.
Halt GX is an additive chemical (0 Index)
that is designed to be mixed in your tank. As a
preventative, adding a bottle to a regular case is
a good idea. But if you know that you will be
holding that deceased for an extended period

As I sit at my desk drinking a cup of coffee and
scratching my head trying to figure out what
issues embalmers might be interested in reading
about, there are several topics that immediately
come to mind. Let’s face it, embalming a body
today is different than it was twenty years ago,
five years ago, or even a couple of years ago.
With the advancement of medications, surgical
procedures, and donation, we are seeing
cases come to the funeral home that are very
different than what we saw years back. Certain
medications present in the deceased make it
harder to properly preserve and firm the body
and at times it can be a real challenge for us
embalmers. Medication present in the body can
be a real problem and an example of this was
covered in the articles on Methylene Blue in this
magazine (Winter and Summer 2022). Now
wouldn’t it be a shocker to any funeral director
to walk into the preparation room the day after
embalming to check on the case and see the
body has turned blue overnight. If you haven’t
read the articles, I suggest you do. They are a
good read.
Combine that with the family’s request for
delaying traditional funerals farther out into the
future. It used to be families pushed up a funeral
so they could have it on a Saturday, and now that
has turned into pushing it back four Saturdays or
even longer in some cases.
When I’m brainstorming topics, I always
seem to defer to the questions or issues that
clients have called me about. I just took a call
a couple of days ago from a colleague about
treating a body with potential tissue gas. He had
such a case and, from the description he gave
me, it sounded like a doozie. Fortunately for
him, he had the right chemicals available, and
we started to talk through what to do. In this
article I will cover some ways that will help you
minimize tissue gas bloating and how to stop it
from spreading.
Clostridium perfringens, better known as
“tissue gas,” is a bacterium that, when present,
can accelerate the decomposition of a body.
Deceased bodies at higher risk of tissue gas
include people who have died of gangrene,
4

morning to embalm can have monumental
consequences. After removing the deceased
from the body pouch, thoroughly disinfect the
orifices and spray down the entire body with a
disinfectant like Dis-Spray. While you are doing
that, start making your mental “pre-embalming
analysis.” If you have read any of my previous
articles, you will know that I’m big on doing a
pre-embalming analysis. This process helps you
become aware of areas of concern that may need
further attention. Look for areas that you may
need to address.
As previously mentioned, common with
tissue gas cases are blisters on the arms,
abdomen, back, and legs. The best way to treat
blisters is to open them, let them drain, and
apply a cauterant pack to the area using some
Webril saturated with Dryene Basic, Dryene II,
or Dryene II Gel. These products will cauterize
the area and prevent further weeping. I think
that it is important to note that out of the three
Dryene products listed above, Dryene Basic is
the only one that contains Phenol. I mention this
because Phenol is effective in killing clostridium.
It will be a product that I will mention down the
road during our embalming process.
I have always been a firm believer that
with any difficult case, a restricted cervical
injection is an automatic. It gives the embalmer
full control of what and how much chemical
is being injected into the head. Many times,
when embalming a difficult case, I will mix a
different solution specifically for injecting the
head in order to achieve the results that I want.
I will give you an example. If I am embalming a
person that is full of edema in the torso but has
no water retention in the head, I’m going to be
adding Edemaco into my mixture, injecting the
descending carotids into the trunk, arms, and
legs, but I don’t want to have Edemaco added in
my solution when injecting into the head because
it will just prematurely dry out the tissue and
increase the chances of dehydration marks.
Before you start setting features on the body,
gather all the instruments and chemicals that
you think you will need for your embalming,
including trocar, forceps, aneurism hooks,
various hypodermic needles, syringes, and
arterial tubes. It is important to make sure that
the instruments you are using for a tissue gas
embalming do not get mingled with your other
instruments in your drawer or cabinet. This will
help eliminate any cross-contamination of your
instruments and prevent the chance of spreading
to other cases in the future.
After you have positioned the body, done the
shaving, set the features, and raised both common
carotids, it is time to start thinking about the
chemicals that you are going to use. Unlike

before the funeral, it’s insurance that you won’t
end up with an issue down the road. I know
many embalmers that add a bottle to every
embalming that they do, similar to using Proflow
or Rectifiant. For a “red flag” case like what was
mentioned above, I would add two bottles to a
three-gallon tank and, if you are already seeing
signs of tissue gas, I would suggest one bottle per
gallon of solution.
Halt GX has other benefits as well. It can be
injected into the abdomen if you have a distended
stomach, but you do need to remember that
there are no preservative qualities in Halt GX,
so you will need to also inject a higher index
cavity chemical in conjunction with your
cavity treatment process. Halt GX can also be
hypodermically injected using a needle and
syringe. Using the product straight and injecting
it into an area like around an eye or neck that
may be swelling due to tissue gas will quickly
stop the spread to further areas. Later in this
article I will address ways to get that swelling
down to help create a more natural appearance.
The other product that is in the Halt line-up
is Halt Cavity. Halt Cavity has a 21 index. This is
an ideal cavity chemical for everyday use because
it will also give you insurance that you won’t end
up with an issue. It is the perfect chemical to
use when you have a tissue gas case because it
contains Halt and will actively work on killing
the clostridium present in the body.
How do you know if you have a tissue gas
problem? If it’s in the early stages, it may be
difficult to see, so always err on the side of caution
and assume that you do, and set your embalming
protocol as such.There are several things to look
for when doing your pre-embalming analysis
that may give you some insight. Things that are
common are blisters. Blisters will appear on
the arms, torso, and legs of the deceased. That
doesn’t always mean you have tissue gas but it’s
a red flag.
Another thing to check for is the obvious,
swelling. Swelling where it wouldn’t normally
be, like around the eyes, the neck, the top of
the hands, and the chest. If you take your hand
and press down on the skin and you hear or
feel crackling under the skin, it’s another red
flag. Next, check the ears. If you have a fluid
discharge coming from the ears, that’s not a
good thing and yet another red flag. Lastly, when
making your incision for raising the vessels, if
you smell a pungent odor or have any bubbling
or white frothy fluid then you pretty much know
what you’re dealing with.
So you’ve got yourself a tissue gas case,
now what? The first thing to be aware of is that
time is of the essence. Tissue gas spreads quickly
and waiting a couple of hours or until the next
5
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preservation
through arterial
injection, I would
suggest leaving
all incisions open
to allow any
potential tissue
gas to escape out
of the incisions.
The incisions can
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point later.
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embalming a jaundice case where the chemical
choice is more critical because of the high levels
of ammonia and bile pigment present in the
body and the negative color reaction potentially
happening, the main concern with embalming a
tissue gas case it to make sure you are using a high
enough index chemical to achieve a high solution
rate. As mentioned earlier, chemicals at a 30
index or higher are suggested. Introfiant, Regal
30, Metasyn Firming, Metasyn 35, Permaglo 30
or 35, are all viable choices. Choosing to add a
chemical like Chromatech Pink or Chromatech
Tan primarily for the active dye and coloring is
fine but you will want to do it in conjunction
with something 30 index or higher. Also, using
Proflow/Metaflow, Rectifiant, or Edemaco in
your solution will help aid in your results. A
suggested mixture would be: 32 oz. Introfiant,
16 oz. Metasyn Firming, 8 oz. of Chromatech
Pink or Tan, 32 oz. Proflow, 16 oz. Rectifiant,
16 oz. Halt GX, and 16 oz. Edemaco to make
one gallon of solution. Essentially a “waterless
embalming.”
Your solution rate will be around 10.5%
which is strong, but keep in mind that the body
has gas and fluid present, and the higher solution
rate will ensure that preservation of the tissue
will be reached and will help reduce swelling by
drawing out water in the tissue. I think that it’s
important to mention to NOT use Dryene Basic
or anything containing Phenol in your solution.
Yes, it is effective in killing tissue gas but no,
your machine won’t like it. Phenol can severely
damage your machine and give you problems
down the road.
Depending on the condition of the deceased,
I would not rule out a pre-injection, especially
if the time between death and embalming has
been substantial. Use Proflow, Rectifiant, and
Edemaco to make a gallon of solution and inject
it down the right common carotid into the
torso to a closed system, meaning not having
the vein opened for drainage. Closed drainage
does a couple of things for you. First, it allows
the vascular system to build pressure and forces
more chemical into the capillaries, giving you a
better embalming and, second, it expands the
veins allowing for a greater chance of potential
clots to be loosened and eventually work their
way towards your drainage point. Proflow has
a surfactant which acts like a lubricant, thus
helping your chemical distribution throughout
the vascular system. By doing a pre-injection,
you’re better prepared for success when
introducing your arterial chemical.
If you notice that the deceased has stomach
distention or that other areas of the body show
signs of tissue gas, but the head does not, take
this step to help prevent the gas from creeping

upward into the head causing you more issues.
Using the incisions for both common carotids as
access, fill your syringe with straight Halt GX
and inject with a hypo needle the superficial and
deep tissue in the neck and completely saturate
the area to help create a barrier.The Halt GX will
give you some defense against the clostridium
creeping upward into the head.
When I start my injection, I usually inject
the right common carotid first. I choose that
location because of its proximity to the heart and
it has the best chance for drainage when using
an angular vein spreader. Again, if you have read
any of my previous articles, you know that I am
partial to high pressure with a low rate of flow
when embalming. Everyone has their different
opinion about what is best, but ultimately you
need to choose what you feel most comfortable
with and what gives you the most control over
the process. Assuming you have pre-injected
and have approximately one gallon of solution
already in the vascular system, I would start by
continuing to inject your arterial solution to a
closed system, assuming the body can handle it.
What I mean by that is that you aren’t seeing
any signs of distention in places like the temples,
neck, stomach, or eyes. If you do have any of
those signs, open the vein immediately and
relieve the pressure. If you haven’t already
opened the vein for drainage, I would try and
inject about a half-gallon and then open the vein
and insert your angular vein spreader.
When embalming a difficult case like this,
come to terms right away that you will be doing a
multi-point injection. Making sure that the body
is properly preserved is crucial and this isn’t the
type of case where you want to be thinking to
yourself, “Eh, that’s good enough.” Going into
it with the mindset that you’ll be doing a sixpoint injection in hopes that it doesn’t turn into
an eight-pointer, and you might be pleasantly
surprised that it only ends up being a two-point
injection (both common carotids).
I like to mix things up a bit by switching
back and forth between direct inject and pulse. I
feel that it helps move clots through the system
and give you better circulation. Another tip
that I find handy when encountering clots is
to change the direction in which I’m injecting
the chemical. An example: If I’m injecting
down the right carotid and not getting great
drainage, I will raise one of the femoral arteries
and inject up towards the head. By coming at
it from a different angle, it helps loosen any
blockages you may encounter by pushing the
clots from a different direction. Once you have
achieved sufficient preservation through arterial
injection, I would suggest leaving all incisions
open to allow any potential tissue gas to escape
6
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out of the incisions. The incisions can be closed
at some point later once you’ve been assured
that the body has been stabilized.
The next step is cavity treatment.
Thoroughly aspirate the viscera, taking the time
to make sure you get as much fluid and gas out of
the abdomen as possible. The chemical that you
choose to treat the abdomen is crucial. I would
recommend a few products. Halt Cavity is an
excellent choice and I would recommend using
a minimum of two to three bottles to thoroughly
saturate the organs. If you have a case that is
going south on you quickly, my suggestion is to
use PermaCav 50 and Halt GX. A couple bottles
of each will be sufficient to give you some peace
of mind that the abdomen is properly treated. If
you don’t have Halt GX, use a couple of bottles of
Dryene Basic as its replacement. As mentioned
earlier, Dryene Basic contains Phenol and it is
effective in killing clostridium. It will also add
to the drying of the viscera. It is important to
not suture or use a trocar button to close the
opening in the abdomen at this point. If tissue
gas does continue, you want an avenue for it to
escape to help minimize any swelling.
Over the next few days, closely monitor
the body to make sure there are not any visible
changes or swelling occurring. You will want to
re-aspirate before dressing, depending on any
changes you see and quite possibly re-treat with
a high index cavity and Halt GX or Dryene Basic.
One of the tasks that some embalmers forget
to do is treat the brain. The abdomen and brain
are the two places clostridium typically likes to
start. Before you conclude your embalming,
you’re going to want to treat the brain. The
most effective way to treat it is to use a 6” long,
15 gauge hypodermic needle and enter through
the nostril by breaking through the cribriform
plate using the palm of your hand. Once you
have inserted the needle into the brain, use a
brush with Kalon Massage Cream and coat the
area around the upper lip, nostrils, and mouth to
prevent any unwanted bleaching when injecting
the Dryene Basic. Attach your syringe filled with
Dryene Basic to the needle and inject into the
brain, all while continually changing the angles
of the needle to ensure that you are covering
as much area as possible. I would typically do
three to four full syringe applications to ensure
saturation. Taking some Webril with Inr-Seel
and inserting into each of the nostrils will help

prevent any leakage of the Dryene Basic out of
the nostrils over the next few hours.
So, you’ve got some unwanted swelling in
the eyes, face, or hands? Here are a couple of
procedures that can help reduce the distortion
you might be facing. First, take a longer, smaller
gauge hypo needle, such as a 3”, 18 gauge, and
insert it into the swollen area. Use the needle
to channel the area of swelling and carefully
apply pressure with your hand and work the
swelling out of the hole that the hypo needle
created. Safety tip: you should always remove
the hypo needle before applying pressure to the
area. Once you have the swelling down, you
can hypodermically apply some Dryene Basic.
You will get some re-swelling because of the
chemical you are injecting, but don’t worry, that
swelling will go back down. After injecting the
Dryene Basic, the use of a compression bandage
or Webril saturated with water will also help
bring down the swelling faster.
At the conclusion of your embalming, it is
important to take all the instruments that have
been in contact with the body and properly
disinfect them using a disinfectant like Wavicide.
Soaking your instrument in undiluted Wavicide
for 10-12 hours will ensure that you won’t
be transferring the clostridium bacterium to
the next body you embalm. After a thorough
soaking of your instruments, place them on a
towel and liberally spray them with Dis-Spray
and then let them air dry before putting them
away. Using the Dis-Spray is giving you an added
layer of disinfection beyond just using Wavicide.
If you find yourself having tissue gas spreading
from case to case in your preparation room
and you don’t know why, I can assure you the
culprit is going to be a non-properly disinfected
instrument.
Some of us may be lucky enough to never be
called to embalm a tissue gas case, but for most
of us, it is inevitable. These types of cases can be
intimidating and challenging, however, we are
fortunate that there are chemicals on the market
that make the process a bit easier and give us a
greater chance of achieving favorable results. As
the bodies that we embalm continue to change
and create new challenges, so must the means
by which we embalm them to overcome those
challenges. As funeral directors, we are tasked
with creating a meaningful and favorable final
viewing for those that we serve. It’s a task that
should never be taken lightly. It is our calling
and our passion to serve others in their time of
greatest need. Families entrust their loved ones
into our care every day and we have the skills
and compassion to help those families through
their journey. Thank you for everything you do.

Lincoln is the Dodge Representative for
Minnesota and Eastern North Dakota. He is
a licensed funeral director in Minnesota and
stays active in the preparation room helping
clients on a regular basis.
The Dodge Magazine
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Prep Room Essentials
By Bill Werner

The removal team no doubt consisted
of two or more people to get this gentleman
off the floor of his basement and onto this
table, so the next few steps should have been
followed, if at all possible. Those steps would
include removing the pouch if there was one,
removing the clothes and tagging them for
future inspection, positioning the body with
a head block and body rests, applying a quick
application of Dis-Spray, and, finally, applying a
light coating of Kalon Massage Cream over the
face. Over the years, I changed that practice
to taking one-inch strips of Webril soaked in
Restorative and placing them over the eyes and
mouth. For one thing it made cleanup easier and
allowed me to start faster and, for another, it
would add a pink hue to the eyes and lips, before
I even started embalming.
I had also brought my own gloves, mask,
and my favorite protective washable lab coat
with me. Hopefully, most firms will make PPE
available to you, but I would always be prepared
with a backup plan.
Another of the challenges of a “new” prep
room is being able to find everything; the nuances
of how the systems worked (i.e. ventilation,
table, embalming machine, aspiration, etc.) and
the overall functionality of the space.
As I got back to my task at hand, I started
looking for Dis-Spray and, unfortunately, I
couldn’t find any. We all have our ways of doing
things and I would have to adjust, so I found a
disinfectant and began with cleaning the orifices

I was recently asked by a funeral home to
embalm a body for them as the owners
were away at a graduation, and their regular
embalmer was not feeling well. I am usually
reluctant to accept these “one-off ” cases as I
never really know what I am getting myself into,
and working in a prep room you are unfamiliar
with can be a challenge. When I was embalming
on a regular basis my standards were high, and I
was fortunate to have all the essential chemicals
and instruments I needed at my disposal and,
although I know now that not all funeral homes
are “created equal,” I accepted the case.
I was told the “body was on the table,” he
had been dead for a few days, and was given the
codes to get into the funeral home. As I drove
from work, I prepped myself for what I was
about to encounter and called home and said I
would be a while.
When I got to the funeral home I changed
into my “embalming sneakers,” which I keep in
my truck and recommend everyone should have
a pair of, grabbed my small kit which consists of
a sharp razor, large flesh oval eye caps, a pair of
extremity positioners (for the hands), my handy
drain tube, and a variety of glues and applicators.
This kit is much smaller than the one I used to
use when I was active, but it had the essentials I
figured I would need.
As I worked my way into the prep room
I saw the challenge of the case ahead of
me: a 275lb man, still in a body pouch and
fully clothed.
9
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drainage. Not how I wanted to achieve it, but
I had drainage. I looked for some Prep Soap to
help wash and massage the decedent, but settled
on some generic shampoo. I made the best with
what I had and decided to inject another twogallon solution of the same mixture.
After I reduced the rate of flow, I finished
by injecting the head and felt comfortable in the
way the case was turning out. I then began to
prep for my cavity treatment. The firm had a
Dodge Waterless Aspirator, so after a thorough
cavity aspiration and injection of two bottles of
Permafix (although I would have preferred Halt
Cavity for the condition of the body) with the
Evolution Injector, I was nearing the end.
I closed the incision and washed the
decedent a final time, proceeded to treat
the skin slip with Webril, Dryene Basic, and
wrapped the areas with plastic wrap. I looked
for Kalon Massage Cream or Silcolan to treat
the face but instead found some generic cold
cream, so I used that and covered the body with
a sheet and proceeded to leave…two and a half
hours later.
As it turned out there was no viewing for
this man, and he had a private burial attended
by only the funeral home staff. I feel like he
would have been viewable despite the lack
of a few items, I just needed to use a little
“improvisation” to complete the job properly.
The next day I called the funeral home and
talked to them about some essential prep room
supplies that they should keep on hand. They
thanked me and asked me to send the supplies
so they had them going forward. I also pulled
my old “embalmer’s kit” out of the basement
of my former funeral home and threw it in my
truck….just in case the need ever arose again.
Not every situation or case is going to
be ideal and many times you will need to
improvise. My advice would be to have an open
dialog with those you are covering for and not
be afraid to ask for what you need. As an aside
note, this funeral home ordered an Automatic
Pressure Machine (APC) along with the quickdisconnect attachments shortly after we spoke,
so I know the next time I am asked to go there,
I will be starting at a very strong position….
and that is nice position to be in when entering
a prep room, as we all know.

and packing them as needed. I then removed
the pouch with some degree of difficulty and
proceeded to remove the clothes that had been
stained and soiled with bodily fluids. I had been
there for at least 30 minutes already and had
only gotten this far. A little frustrating, but I
wasn’t going to be deterred.
I then started my embalming analysis on
the case at hand. The body was obese, was
already showing signs of decomposition, and
had a swollen left eye. I figured I would pretreat the eye, so I went off in search of a needle
and syringe to try to reduce and bleach it with
some Dryene Basic or our newer phenol-free
Dryene II. I found the Dryene Basic, but finding
the syringe and needles were a little more
challenging. I settled for a cavity pack and set
off to embalm.
Since the body was already in a state of
decomposition, I knew I would need a strong
solution. Thankfully, they did have Introfiant.
I mixed two bottles along with two gallons of
water for a 3.75% solution which I thought
would be adequate. I had hoped to have some
Proflow to aid in distribution and penetration
and definitely would have liked to have used
a bottle of Halt GX for the decomposition
and potential tissue gas, but I was going to
have to work without them. As I filled up the
embalming machine, I realized the pressure
gauge was a little off and I was going to need
to “eyeball” my rate of flow. I have learned to
work with a faulty gauge the hard way over the
years, having been sprayed with embalming
fluid and/or occasionally swelling an eye
accidentally. I was determined not to do that
this time. I then proceeded to shave the decedent
and set the features.
I did find injector wires, but no needle
injector, so I then looked for a circle curved
suture needle. I came up with a large double
curved post-mortem needle. So I used a
muscular suture to close the mouth and,
fortunately, could make the needle work.
Improvisation at its best. I then set off to find
my vessels.
I started with the right carotid and jugular
vein and through my fogged-up reading glasses
(the “pains” of embalming after turning 40 and
with slipping eyesight) I was able to elevate the
carotid. The vein was another issue, and I could
already see blood coming out of the site, so I
figured that was a lost cause. I think we all go in
looking for a neat and clean embalming, but it
doesn’t always turn out that way.
I was able to start injecting and the solution
was going in smoothly and thankfully the
distribution was good. I made some incisions in
the area of the jugular and achieved some good

The firm had a
Dodge Waterless
Aspirator, so
after a thorough
cavity aspiration
and injection
of two bottles
of Permafix
(although I would
have preferred
Halt Cavity for
the condition of
the body) with the
Evolution Injector,
I was nearing
the end.

Bill is the Assistant Sales Manager/Director of
Technical Resources for the Dodge Company
and continues to cover the state of RI as
sales representative. He has been a licensed
funeral director and embalmer for over
20 years, and is a retired Colonel from the
U.S. Army Reserves.
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Monkeypox and Funeral Service:
What You Should Know

By Kim Collison MSA, M.T.(ASCP)

The major
contributing
factor to the
resurgence of
monkeypox
is the waning
immunity
to smallpox
throughout the
population.

A person remains
infectious from
the first onset
of symptoms
until all scabs
have fallen off
and healed.
It typically
takes two to
four weeks
for the rash to
completely heal.
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is higher for young children as well as pregnant
women and immunocompromised individuals.
Identifying patients that may have contracted
monkeypox is not easy, as the monkeypox rash
resembles other infectious diseases including
varicella zoster virus (VZV, chickenpox),
herpes simplex virus (HSV), primary or
secondary syphilis, disseminated gonococcal
infection (DGI), foot and mouth disease,
chancroid, lymphogranuloma venerium (LGV),
granuloma inguinale molluscum contagiosum,
measles, scabies, rickettsia, chikungunya,
zika virus, dengue fever, vasculitis, and other
bacterial skin and soft tissue infections.1 Some
monkeypox infections are misdiagnosed as
a sexually transmitted infection because the
lesions are often found in the mouth, on the
genitals, or around the anus. According to the
CDC, monkeypox is often spread via direct
contact with infectious sores, scabs, or body
fluids, which often happens during sexual
contact. The current outbreak supports that
theory with 98 percent of U.S. cases so far
among men who have sex with men. The same
is true for global cases, according to the World
Health Organization.2
Monkeypox is not exclusively a sexually
transmitted infection. It is transmitted by
symptomatic individuals through close contact
with lesions or bodily fluids as well as objects
that have been in contact with lesions or bodily
fluids, such as clothing or linens. It may also
spread through respiratory secretions when
people have close, face-to-face contact. There
are important differences between airborne
transmission and transmission via respiratory
secretions. Airborne transmission occurs when
small viral particles become suspended in
the air and can stay there for periods of time.
These particles can spread on air currents or
sometimes even infect people who enter a room
after the infected person has left. In contrast,

Move over, COVID, monkeypox is now in
the spotlight. For over two years, global news
has been focused on COVID-19, however,
over the past few months, global attention has
turned to monkeypox. According to the CDC
and the World Health Organization (WHO),
monkeypox is a viral zoonotic disease that
belongs to the Orthopoxvirus genus of the
Poxiviridae family. It was originally diagnosed
in the Democratic Republic of Congo in
1970 and has been primarily found in Central
and West Africa. The term zoonotic refers
to a disease which can be transmitted from
animals to humans. The animals that typically
carry this virus include squirrels, rodents, and
some species of monkeys. Monkeypox was
first identified in colonies of monkeys used
in research, thus the name “monkeypox.” In
the last six months, it has spread worldwide
and on August 4th the United States declared
monkeypox a public health emergency.
Monkeypox is a rare disease caused by
infection with the monkeypox virus. The
monkeypox virus is part of the same family of
viruses as smallpox, however, it is rarely fatal
and rarely requires hospitalization. This virus
is much less contagious than COVID, and the
vaccines and treatments originally developed
for smallpox work on monkeypox. The
major contributing factor to the resurgence
of monkeypox is the waning immunity to
smallpox throughout the population. The
successful eradication of smallpox led to the
discontinuation of routine smallpox vaccination
programs in 1980. This created the perfect
environment for the resurgence of monkeypox.
Monkeypox is less severe than smallpox,
however, the symptoms are similar. The
symptoms can range from unpleasant to painful
lesions, fever, chills, and swollen lymph nodes.
While it is generally not deadly, the risk of death
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monkeypox may be found in droplets like
saliva or respiratory secretions that drop out of
the air quickly.3
At this point, scientists note that there is a
“theoretical risk” for airborne transmission of
monkeypox, but more research must be done.
Molecular testing has shown that high viral DNA
load has been detected in skin lesions from all
confirmed cases. In addition, viral DNA has also
been detected in saliva, semen, rectal swabs,
urine, and feces. The high viral load detected in
saliva and semen suggests that such fluids have
infectious potential.4
After infection, there is an incubation
period of approximately 7 to 14 days. A
person remains infectious from the first onset
of symptoms until all scabs have fallen off and
healed. It typically takes two to four weeks for
the rash to completely heal. It is important to
note that the virus can cross the placenta, so
a pregnant woman can spread the virus to her
fetus. It is not only possible for an infected
animal to spread the monkeypox virus to
people, but it is also possible for an infected
person to spread the virus to their household
pets. To be considered a confirmed case by the
CDC, monkeypox viral DNA must be present
in the skin lesion as detected by polymerase
chain reaction, next generation sequencing
technology, or by isolation of monkeypox virus
in a culture.
There are two distinct lineage clades
(variants) circulating in the world. The West
African Clade, recently renamed Clade II, and
the Congo Basin Clade, renamed Clade I. At
this time, there have been no cases of the more
severe Congo Basin Clade identified in the
United States.
Due to the genetic similarities between
smallpox and monkeypox viruses, smallpox
vaccination provides cross-immunity against
monkeypox infection, rendering approximately
85 percent protection and reducing disease
severity in infected patients.5 There are
currently two licensed vaccines in the U.S. to
prevent smallpox, JynneosTM and ACAM200.
These vaccines are given before an exposure
and provide protection against monkeypox.
The vaccines are currently recommended for at
risk populations as well as healthcare and public
health response teams. Tpoxx is the antiviral
being used to treat monkeypox.
The current recommendation in healthcare
is to have staff who have received the smallpox
vaccination within the past three years perform
direct patient care or laboratory testing. Nonimmunized staff can safely make removals
and embalm by strictly adhering to standard
precautions. Appropriate personal protective

equipment (PPE) must be worn. When making
a removal, the body should be placed in a body
bag. At minimum, gloves and a fluid proof
gown should be worn. The required PPE when
manipulating the remains and during embalming
includes an impervious gown with full sleeves,
eye protection, shoe covers, gloves, and an N95
respirator. All surfaces should be thoroughly
cleaned with 0.5% sodium hypochlorite (bleach)
or an EPA registered high-level disinfectant with
virucidal activity against enveloped viruses. In
the U.S., contaminated waste can be handled in
the same manner as other potentially infectious
medical waste produced in the prep room.
Monkeypox virus is very different from the
COVID-19 virus. Monkeypox is not typically
fatal, but it causes a painful disease. The risk
is not high for the general public at this time,
however, that could change if this virus continues
to spread. Similar to the early days of COVID,
scientists and healthcare have a lot to learn
about the infectivity, transmission and severity
of the monkeypox virus. Funeral service must
be on alert and ready to handle this disease if it
comes to your prep room. Navigating the world
of infectious disease requires awareness and
strict adherence to safety practices, especially
during removals and embalming.

Non-immunized
staff can safely
make removals
and embalm by
strictly adhering
to standard
precautions.
Appropriate
personal
protective
equipment (PPE)
must be worn.
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1 Clinical management and infection prevention and control for
monkeypox. www.who.int/publications/i/item/WHO-MPX-Clinicaland-IPC-2022.1
Accessed July 25, 2022.
2 Can Monkeypox spread through the air? What we know so far.
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Kim is the president of Trident Labs, Inc.
in Holland, Michigan. Trident is a clinical
laboratory specializing in molecular infectious
disease, toxicology and PFAS environmental
testing. She is the former director of the
Advanced Technology Labs and Microbiology
for the Division of Pathology and Laboratory
Medicine at Spectrum Health in Grand Rapids,
Michigan. She is a Clinical Laboratory Scientist
with a master’s degree in health
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The One I’ll Never Forget:
The Tale of the Wedding Dress
By Autumn Cooper

Due to the delays
caused by the
holiday weekend,
it was five days
before I was able
to bring her into
my care. Since she
was so young,
and the death
so sudden, a full
autopsy had been
performed, as
anticipated.

I think every funeral director has “that family,”
the one that sticks with them, the one they’ll
always remember. Let me tell you about mine.
I was halfway into my third year as a funeral
director and embalmer at a funeral home I’d
been working for long enough to have gained
some respect, but not long enough to have really
proven myself yet. Not only was it my weekend
on-call, but it was also a holiday weekend which anyone who has been in funeral service
long enough knows, is ALWAYS busy. On the
Saturday of this particular weekend, I heard the
telltale chirp of the ASD notification, letting me
know that we had received a new death call. As
I read through and listened to the message, I
gathered that the person had died Friday, and
the caller was young, and experiencing a range
of emotions - confused, distraught, and angry
all at the same time.
I immediately returned the next-of-kin’s
call and was able to gather that the deceased
was at the Medical Examiner’s office. My first
thought upon hearing this was, “Great, it isn’t
likely we will have a release before Tuesday.”
I live in a small state, with one Medical
Examiner’s office, where any kind of criminal
case gets priority, often causing delays in having
a decedent released into our care.
I spoke with the family, hoping to meet
with them later in the day to begin the process
of planning arrangements for their loved one.
They stated they needed a bit more time to
discuss their wishes with other family members
and scheduled an appointment for that Sunday.
In the meantime, I reached out to the Medical

Examiner’s office, in the hopes I might get
lucky and get a call back over the weekend,
and gathered the necessary paperwork for our
meeting the following day.
Later that evening, while watching the
news, a story came on about a person collapsing
at a high school football game earlier in the
weekend. Not many details were given, and I
didn’t really think much about it.
Sunday rolled around, and it was time to
meet with the family. Several cars pulled into
the parking lot, and I watched as they began to
gather in the parking lot, reluctantly getting out
of their cars, and sharing hugs, as they waited
for the remaining family members to arrive. I
noticed instantly that they were all quite young,
indicating that this was not going to be easy.
As they walked in, I introduced myself and led
them to our largest meeting room. Through
the initial introductions and chatter between
the family, I soon realized one of the daughters
would be my main point of contact, and that I
would be working with four children, ranging
in ages from 16 to the early 30’s, who had just
very suddenly lost their young and vibrant
mother. As a young funeral director, I always
find it challenging to meet with families close to
my age, easily envisioning myself in their shoes,
and thinking of the emotions and hurt I would
be going through.
Once settled in, the first question they had
was, “When can we see our mom?” I explained
to them that she was still at the Medical
Examiner’s office and that there was a high
probability of an autopsy taking place. I was very
continued on page 16
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I only had
a couple of
hours before
the deceased’s
daughter would
arrive to style her
mother’s hair and
apply her makeup
for the very
last time.
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honest with them regarding the circumstances
of their mother dying on a holiday weekend,
and what implications that holds when it comes
to planning her funeral services. The family
was devastated at the thought of their mother
spending the long weekend being held in “a
refrigerator.”
As the arrangements progressed, I started to
get a better understanding of the circumstances
surrounding her death, and of the family
dynamics at play. I also discovered the deceased
was engaged, and soon to be married. As her
story unfolded further, I learned that SHE was
the person I’d heard about on the news, who
had collapsed at the hometown sporting event
earlier that weekend. The deceased’s oldest son
was in the middle of his high school football
game and had just made the biggest play of
the night. The whole crowd was electric!
The deceased, a proud mother, stood up to
celebrate. As all the action was taking place,
a once thrilled, cheering mother suddenly
slumped over in the bleachers. People started
to notice, and several calls were made to 911, as
a volunteer EMT started to assess the situation,
while the son, unaware of the dire situation at
hand, continued to play his football game. That
proud mother would later be pronounced dead
at the local hospital.
Due to the delays caused by the holiday
weekend, it was five days before I was able to
bring her into my care. Since she was so young,
and the death so sudden, a full autopsy had
been performed, as anticipated. From previous
experience, I knew there would be challenges
when I embalmed her, from the length of time
she had been in refrigeration. I also knew I
would be faced with a fair amount of swelling in
the tissues, likely along with some discoloration.
As evening was quickly approaching, I placed
her on the embalming table, and covered her
with a sheet. I had a couple things I needed to
wrap up in the office and knew it was going
to be a long night, so I figured I would grab
some takeout from the local restaurant down
the road, in hopes she would slowly acclimate
to room temperature.
I removed the deceased’s viscera, placed it
into a new bag, and treated it with two bottles
of Dri Cav, piercing the organs to ensure
complete distribution of the cavity fluid. I
then proceeded to place the chest plate into
the viscera bag. I took a moment to examine
the deceased head to toe, both anterior and
posterior, as well. I proceeded to place the
deceased on a set of body bridges. I took this
time to notice the condition of her tissue. I
noticed signs of swelling, discoloration, and
skin slip. I then took some warm soapy water

and a washcloth and started to gently bathe her,
which allowed me to better assess the extent
of her condition. I believe that so many times,
embalmers forget this very important step, and
therefore miss opportunities to properly treat
the remains. During my pre-embalming analysis
of the deceased, I noticed the swelling extended
to her neck, face, and hands. I knew I was in for
a long embalming that night.
I took my time to complete the embalming,
using a strong solution of Introfiant, Metasyn,
Proflow, and Rectifiant as well as some
Edemaco. I did my best to ensure preservation,
while avoiding any further swelling of the
tissues. Overall, there was nothing remarkable,
or out of the ordinary about this embalming.
The major challenges I would face would
come to light later that night, when the family
called, asking if they could come in and meet
with me again, to ask some questions. It was
already pretty late into the night, so I scheduled
an appointment with them for the next day.
The next day, as the family approached
the door from the parking lot, I saw them
holding what looked like an oversized garment
bag. I walked the family to the arrangement
room, where they unzipped the bag to reveal
a strapless, very sparkly, very white wedding
dress. The daughter of the deceased broke
down sobbing, explaining to me that their
mother never had the chance to wear her dream
wedding dress. They wanted to give her that
final chance to wear it, as well as to give her
fiancé the only opportunity he would get to
see his beautiful bride. They continued to pull
out a gorgeous tear-drop necklace, and a set
of dangling earrings. At this point I thought to
myself, “It can’t get any worse.”
As embalmers and funeral directors, we all
know that clothing and jewelry are made to be
worn standing up - jewelry, especially, doesn’t
always sit the same way when someone is lying
down. The panic started to set in. How was I
going to make this work? Was I going to further
crush this family with an admonishment that
a different outfit would be best? To add to the
growing complexities, the daughter requested
to do her hair and makeup, and mentioned they
would be having a professional nail technician
come in to give her a set of “wedding nails.”
As the family began to pack up their
belongings, handing me the wedding dress,
undergarments, jewelry, and high heels, they
casually asked what time they could have the
nail tech “swing by.” My mind was racing at 100
miles a minute, as I formulated my response. I
knew I had to pick my words carefully, and that
I needed time to put together a plan. It isn’t in
me to, off the cuff, tell a family absolutely not,
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this can’t be done, but I knew I would have to
negotiate with the family and come to a middle
ground. This was going to be the challenge of
my career, thus far.
The integrity of the deceased’s skin wasn’t
great due to the autopsy and the embalming
being delayed. I knew a strapless dress was going
to be nearly impossible. I needed to be honest,
yet gentle, with the family when explaining
the condition of their mother’s body. Heart
racing, I sat the family down and explained to
them that their mother had received an autopsy
to determine her cause of death, and due to
that procedure, large incisions were made.
I had never been faced with a circumstance
where I needed to be so blunt with a family.
As I received blank stares, I used my body as a
reference and showed them where the incisions
were made, starting at the shoulder, and making
their way down across the chest. Their blank
stares continued. I could tell that what I was
saying wasn’t fully registering.
I proceeded to explain to them that the
strapless dress would show these marks on her
body. I boldly suggested that the family let me
make a couple of alterations to the dress to
ensure their mother looked her best.The family
was hesitant at first, they wanted her to look
just as she did when she tried on her wedding
dress for the first time, but I was able to finally
get them to reluctantly agree. One of my
mentors told me early on in my apprenticeship,
“Clothing is made to be worn standing up, not
lying down.” This statement has never rung
truer in my mind than it did with this large
train, strapless, mermaid cut wedding dress,
and dangling earrings.
I arrived at the funeral home extra early the
following morning to start the process of getting
the deceased dressed and casketed. I wanted
to give myself plenty of time to work through
any problems I might encounter. My first step
was to make sure the deceased was thoroughly
dried, and to inspect her entire body for any
signs of skin slip, or any other issues that could
cause leakage. The first thing I noticed was a
dark discoloration and skin slip on her chest,
caused by the attempted resuscitation. I also
noticed skin slip around the autopsy incision.
I used Webril soaked in Basic Dryene to bleach
the discoloration and give more integrity to
the tissue.
Giving the Dryene some time to work
I started working on the alterations to the
wedding gown. My idea was to cut tulle off
the back of the dress, as well as some white
material, to make a V shaped set of straps that
would flawlessly cover the incisions from the
autopsy. I sewed the undergarments to the front

of the dress for both stabilization and to have
a place to stitch the make-shift straps to. I cut
long strips of material from the dress as well as
several layers of tulle, anchoring the material to
the middle portion of the dress, and blending
it together perfectly with the puffy tulle.
I placed the deceased in a coverall, and carefully
began the process of donning the heavy, yet
delicate gown.
I only had a couple of hours before the
deceased’s daughter would arrive to style her
mother’s hair and apply her makeup for the very
last time. The family had instructed me to place
her in the casket without any makeup, as she
was known for always being fully made up, and
they wanted to recreate her look themselves.
This was another challenging conversation.
It was necessary for me to do some minimal
cosmetics to give the family a good base to use.
I once again gently, yet honestly described the
condition of their mother’s skin, and let them
know I would be using a light foundation to
help even her skin tone and bring back some
natural coloring.The daughter was skeptical but
agreed to let me do “very light makeup.”
My first step was to address the
discoloration and skin slip on the deceased’s
chest. Prior to dressing the deceased, I removed
the Webril to find the Dryene did bleach the
skin. I used a thin layer of Pore Closer to even
out the tissue surface and glued down the edges
of the skin slip. I laid down two small strips
of white mortuary tape over the incisions to
help conceal them. Since I needed to cover
a large area, I applied a light coat of medium
Undercoat opaque cosmetic spray, as a base over
her entire chest, covering the white mortuary
tape, and extending the coverage up into the
shoulders, leaving the arms untouched. I knew
the deceased’s arms would be heavily touched
during the calling hours and I wanted to use a
lighter cosmetic for them.While the Undercoat
cosmetic was still wet I used a cosmetic brush
to blend out the edges to ensure there were no
drastic lines of demarcation.
Next, I used Light Brunette Softouch to
cover the entirety of both arms and hands.
There was some bruising on the hands that I
planned on covering up later since I knew her
nail tech was coming. I lightly applied a mixture
of Light Basic and Dark Basic Perma Cosmetic.
I used my gloved hand to mix the two colors
together and minimally applied a light coat all
over the deceased’s face and blended it down to
her exposed chest and arms. Normally I would
go in with a highlight and lowlight cosmetic to
better create a natural form, but I chose to leave
the cosmetics very basic, as I knew the daughter
was coming to complete her cosmetics.

After two hours,
I removed the
white sheets,
fluffed up her
wedding dress,
and stepped
back. The
daughter and
her friend started
to cry, as I
stood nervously,
waiting for their
final feedback.

continued on page 20
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process, but it would be worth it to provide the
family the good-bye they desperately needed.
The nail tech took about an hour to re-apply
new nails as the three women chatted about
what color lip gloss to use and what shade of
eye shadow the deceased would have wanted for
her wedding day.
Once the nail tech was finished, the
daughter and her friend started on her makeup.
Looking at past pictures of the deceased, I
could tell that she was a heavy makeup wearer. I
offered the women some cosmetic brushes that
I typically used and explained to them how they
might be better suited than the ones they had
packed. They declined my offer, and I stepped
away to give them some time.
I checked back about 20 minutes later, and
walked into the sounds of the daughter and her
friend giggling, and telling stories about the
deceased. This was a good sign. I could feel the
tension in the air lift.
The final touch for the deceased was her
signature bright red, shiny lip gloss. The lip
gloss came in one of those little tubes with the
awful felt tip applicator that is practically useless
when applying lip color to a living person, let
alone the lips of a decedent. I encouraged the
two women to use a lip brush for application,
but they once again declined my suggestion.
The lip color was going in all the wrong places,
and after some time they looked at me with
frustration. They finally allowed me to use the
lip brushes for the proper application. After
two hours, I removed the white sheets, fluffed
up her wedding dress, and stepped back. The
daughter and her friend started to cry, as I stood
nervously, waiting for their final feedback. At
this point, I was still unsure if they would keep
the casket open. As the two women embraced,
standing in front of the casket, they exclaimed,
“She’s beautiful!” A humongous weight was
lifted from my shoulders, and the satisfaction
of knowing I had served this family well set in.
As funeral directors and embalmers, every
one of us have stories that stick with us. This
is one of many that I think about often. The
deceased’s grave is located along the entrance
way of a cemetery on one of the main streets
through town. I travel by her grave often, and
always take a second to look out my window as
I drive by. She, and her family, will forever be
a part of me. What I learned and experienced
alongside that family has forever changed me.
I am grateful for each family that has given
me the opportunity to serve them. Unknown
to the families we serve, each one of them
leaves something behind that we, as funeral
professionals, use to grow.

The daughter, a friend, and the nail tech
arrived. The daughter was carrying a very
large bag, filled to the brim with makeup and
tools to style her mother’s hair. Before letting
the women see the deceased for the first time,
I took time to walk them through the steps I
had taken prior to them arriving, and a few
points they would need to keep in mind. The
daughter was going to do her mother’s hair, and
I wanted her to be prepared for the incision she
was about to feel and possibly see. I also wanted
the daughter to understand that without her
mother’s typical makeup on she was going to
look very different.
The daughter assured me she would be fine.
I, on the other hand, knew this wasn’t going to
be the case. I encouraged the daughter to leave
her bags with me and take it slow as she and her
friend entered the viewing room. I knew seeing
her deceased mother, in the dress she should
have been wearing at her wedding, laid out in
the casket, was going to be traumatic. The two
women walked in the room, hand in hand, as I
stood cautiously in the doorway. Instantly, both
girls started to sob loudly. As they approached
the casket, the daughter sat in a chair placed
by the casket and began repeating the words,
“That’s not mom.” My heart dropped instantly. I
stood in the back of the room giving them space
and time. Several minutes went by, minutes
filled with sobs, silence, and sniffles. After
several moments of silence and blank stares, I
approached them. The daughter instantly told
me how horrible her mother looked and how
they are going to have to have a closed casket.
I asked the daughter to continue with our
original plan, and assured her that once her
mother’s makeup was on and her hair was done,
she would begin looking more like herself. I
asked the nail tech to come into the room as I
made sure the casket and wedding dress were
fully covered in sheets. The nail tech began to
soak the deceased’s nails in acetone and started
the process of removing the acrylic nails. I
stood back as the daughter started working on
her mother’s hair. As the nail tech took out her
electric file and started removing the old set of
nails, pieces of nail began to fly everywhere.
Cleanup wasn’t going to be easy after this whole
Autumn serves as sales representative with
Dodge, covering Connecticut and Western
Massachusetts alongside her role as part
time chemist for the company. She is also an
Instructional Assistant for the Mortuary
Science Program at Wayne State University.
She is a licensed funeral director and embalmer
in the states of Michigan and Rhode Island.
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Remember your families
at the Holidays
Experiencing the grief journey can be amplified during the holidays. Finding ways to experience the joys of the
season, while acknowledging that an important person is missing, can be difficult and complicated.
What we have learned from through our time of isolation and uncertainty is that finding guidance and wisdom
is even more important for our families than ever before.
Your firm can provide welcome support and resources for your families.
Thoughts for the Holidays book or card can be given at your annual service of remembrance or mailed
to all the families you served this year.

Thoughts for the Holidays

Finding Permission to Grieve
Item # 910392

Holiday Comfort Card
with envelope
Item # 910398

A touch from a caring funeral professional is one of the most
important gifts a grieving person can receive.
Your presence will be appreciated and remembered.

Order from your Dodge Company Representative or call The Dodge Company 800.443.6343

The Embalmer
as Detective
Examining Mr.
Smith more
closely I noticed
three other factors
which I thought
significant. First,
I observed there
were quite a few
fragments of
grass in the bag
and attached to
his lower body.
Second was that
the fingers of his
right hand held
the characteristic
yellow-brown
discoloration of
the long-term
cigarette smoker.
Third was the
overall condition
of his body.
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Recently our local coronial mortuary made a
decision to stop issuing a cause of death with the
release of the deceased who had undergone an
autopsy at their facility. This release of information
had previously been a long-standing policy, a
courtesy done, in your author’s opinion, less
to assist the funeral director but more to spare
the issuing mortuary themselves the inevitable
inquiries of the family, who naturally wish to know
the cause of death. It was a system that benefited
all parties involved, but was of particular import to
the embalmer, for whom knowing the means and
manner of death is always helpful, and sometimes
vital, to achieving the best possible result in
preparing the deceased.
Now I hear a few of you cry, “Boo-hoo Duncan,
must be terrible for you! We have never been given
the cause of death where I work.” I know that many
of my interstate colleagues here in Australia are
not given access to cause of death information. In
fact, other coronial mortuaries in my own state
have never released such information. It is a truth
that, as embalmers, we must work with what we
have. There is simply no other choice. But pre-case
analysis is always facilitated by the knowledge of the
reason for the person’s death, and, indeed, much
useful material can be extrapolated back from this
often slender bit of information.Yet, in its absence,
we must find new ways to develop insight into the
deceased that will be relevant to how we embalm
them, and how we create the best possible memory
picture of them for those at the viewing.
With this in mind, I decided to approach my
next case released from the coronial mortuary with
the eye, not just of the embalmer thinking about
preparation, but also with the eye of a detective
examining a crime scene and trying to extrapolate
as much information as possible, to see how that
might be useful to creating the best possible
viewing experience for the family.
Using this approach—the gentleman in
question I will anonymize with the time-tested
pseudonym of John Smith—I was able to start
gathering information before even the transfer
had occurred. Mr. Smith, a gentleman in his early
60s, had been transferred to the coronial mortuary
as per the mandates of the Coroner’s Act, but
had been issued with a Form 9 Medical Cause of
Death. This is distinct from the Form 14 Order
for Release of Body issued by the coroner, and it
meant that although at the immediate time of his
death Mr. Smith did not have a doctor who was
willing to certify his death, a doctor was eventually
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found who was willing to do so, and no autopsy
was performed.
The fact that Mr. Smith had not died in
a medical or care facility—a place of death is
required by the funeral director in order to
facilitate registration with Births, Deaths, and
Marriages—and that he had initially been subject
to the authority of the coroner indicated to me
that his death would likely have been sudden
rather than one of protracted illness. The top five
causes of mortality in Australia, reduced to plain
English, are coronary heart disease, dementia,
cerebrovascular disease, lung cancer, and COPD,
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease. Given the
circumstances noted above, the most likely cause of
death for Mr. Smith would then be heart attack,
or stroke.
Mr. Smith was subsequently transferred into
my care. I immediately noted that the seal upon his
body bag was still intact. All persons transferred
into the coronial mortuary are done so with a
unique metal and plastic seal closing the body bag
and preventing any access to the deceased without
its destructive removal, a mandatory procedure
in my state for the purposes of ensuring legal
evidential continuity. This indicated to me that
the Medical Cause of Death was likely not issued
post-mortem—but without a post mortem—by
the doctors at the coronial facility themselves, who
have a wide latitude to do so if the circumstances
warrant, but by a personal physician. One might
then infer that Mr. Smith had a regular doctor to
whom he was in some contact, but not necessary
in a regular manner which would indicate specific
health complaints, or else a certificate might have
been produced immediately. It also meant that his
body would be in exactly the same condition in
which it had been initially transferred.
Upon breaking the seal and examining Mr.
Smith, I found him to be in an unusual state. He
was clad in a very specific outfit. Around his waist
was a white towel, not overly large and a little
threadbare, with the dull coloration that comes
from repeated washings. Underneath that were
a pair of boardshorts, brightly colored, above
the knee shorts, which are used hereabouts for
swimming or as general pool or beachwear. He
also had on a pair of thongs—that will be jandals,
sandals, or flip-flops depending upon where you
might be reading this—that showed signs of much
use. On his bare chest were still attached the ends
of the defibrillator paddles which had clearly been
used by the paramedics to unsuccessfully revive

him. As per protocol, any such medical devices
are to be left in situ for transport to the coronial
mortuary.
Examining Mr. Smith more closely I noticed
three other factors which I thought significant.
First, I observed there were quite a few fragments
of grass in the bag and attached to his lower body.
Second was that the fingers of his right hand held
the characteristic yellow-brown discoloration
of the long-term cigarette smoker. Third was
the overall condition of his body. He seemed
chronologically much older than his years, and had
the look of a familiar type: a typical good Aussie
bloke, a hard worker in manual settings under the
harsh Australian sun, but someone for who things
such as a good diet, medical care, or excessive
grooming were not much in evidence.
I also felt he was likely a single man. It was not
due to the lack of a wedding band. Such items are
removed before transfer to a coronial mortuary,
and thus not expected to be present. But there
wasn’t the typical lack of tanning on a finger where
one would normally expect such to be, if a ring
had been habitually worn. There was also Mr.
Smith’s rough and ready exterior. In my experience
no matter how little a man might care about the
niceties of his appearance, married men inevitably
make concessions that improve their look. Likewise
married men are more likely to seek medical
treatment, having someone else with whom they
are interconnected in important aspects of their
lives. It is not for nothing that married men have a
longer life expectancy.
The medical devices were particularly
significant, as they again indicated a sudden,
catastrophic event leading to Mr. Smith’s death,
rather than a gradual succumbing, or even
something occurring over a few hours or days.
This was backed up by the presence of the towel
and the grass. The towel was still loosely tied
about his waist. Even if he had been covered by
the transfer team for modesty—unnecessary given
his shorts I might add—it would have been laid
across him, not threaded behind his back and tied
at the front.Wearing a towel inside after bathing or
showering is, of course, common, as conceivably
might be wearing thongs to avoid slipping, but
rarely does one cover up underneath a towel with
shorts. Combined with the smoking gun of the
grass, clearly his death had not occurred inside,
and he was likely feeling well enough to be going
somewhere related with water.
This aspect of the towel, boardshorts, and
thongs led to a trio of possible likely scenarios.
The first called to mind the beach, but I dismissed
this for three reasons. First, it would be likely to
be sand rather than grass adhered to him in that
case, and there was none. Second, the towel was
not a beach towel, and while people often bring
other towels to the beach, I was already having a

suspicion about Mr. Smith that I thought precluded
this option. Third, and perhaps most vital, was
that there was no beach in the vicinity of where he
died. The grass and house towel offered a second
possibility. Perhaps he died by his backyard pool.
This was consistent with the facts, but I felt it was
not the case here. Pools, frankly, are expensive,
and nothing about his attire or demeanor—if one
can say such of the deceased person—spoke of an
excess of wealth. It could have been at a public
pool, but the combination was wrong. In such an
environment one would simply wear shorts and
thongs, and not have one’s towel around the waist.
The specific combination of towel about the waist,
modesty shorts underneath, and thongs implied to
me perhaps showering in a public setting, such as
might occur in a gym. Acting upon this theory I
looked up the address of his death on a street map.
It was a caravan park, functionally a place for lowcost housing in the city, and which had communally
accessible showering facilities. Mr. Smith was
seemingly walking to the showers when he was
suddenly struck down.
With the forgoing all in mind I began the
preparation of Mr. Smith accordingly. He was
unlikely to have a pacemaker, given the paramedics
having applied the defibrillator themselves,
although obviously I still thoroughly checked, just
in case. I felt confident that I was not dealing with
someone for whom there would be an excess of
medicine or chemotherapeutic treatments which
would need to be accounted for in mixing my
arterial solution.When I later received his clothing
I was confident that leaving the upper button of his
shirt open would likely have been a more natural
look for his appearance. He was not a gentleman
with whom it would be a good idea to use an excess
of cosmetics. All these I think the reader might say
would likely have been done in any case. I agree.
Yet there was one aspect of preparation that
I performed which added greatly to his final
appearance which I might not have done had I not
had the image in my head of Mr. Smith that I created
by my analysis. Deducing that he would likely not
have been more than a perfunctory soap-on-skin
approach to skin care kinda guy, before beginning
my injection, when setting the features, I gently
used my fingers to apply pressure to the sides of
his nose. As I had anticipated the sebaceous glands
there immediately started to expel long, rather
unpleasant cylinders, being of a mix of compacted
dirt and sebum. I spent perhaps two minutes
carefully applying pressure across the whole nose,
and had by the time I was finished expelled enough
foreign matter to perhaps have covered a quarter
dollar coin. His nose had, in a small but perceptible
manner, returned to a more classical shape
rather than being bulbous with waste materials.
Unsurprisingly, with all that massage, Mr. Smith’s
nose embalmed beautifully, and it added that tiny
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the best means
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but significant benefit to the viewing by his family.
It is a small aspect, but the differences in embalming
are made by small aspects.
The above case is, of course, an unusual one.
I recall being struck by the unlikelihood of all the
necessary events coming together to allow me to
infer as much as I did about the very next case
which chanced to come into my care after I decided
to try on a detective hat in the mortuary.Yet these
instances and opportunities come to us frequently,
and it is essential for us to take moment and use
such information in order to elevate the work we
do, to take good to better, and better to best. A trio
of more common examples follow.
Cosmetic surgery. For example, a lady with
breast implants. There are any number of precise
reasons why someone may have chosen to
obtain breast implants, but underneath it all is a
fundamental idea: the person was willing to have
surgery to modify their body in order to effect a
better appearance. Immediately this should tell the
embalmer that they will utilize a high degree of
cosmetics, and exercise fastidious care about how
they look. One does not have such surgery and act
otherwise. Special concern should be undertaken
by the embalmer to obtain as much information
as possible as to the exact choices the deceased
made in this regard, and failing this, they should
err toward more rather than less, in matters of
cosmetic application.
Clothing. This is a subject worthy of an article
all its own, but here are but two aspects to pay
attention to. Look at the buttons, especially on
men’s shirts which are not part of a suit ensemble,
such as a polo. Often families will just take the shirt
as they found it. Should the shirt be buttoned to
the neck or left open? Very often that will be a clue.
This is especially true in conjunction with other
clothing, such as shorts or slacks, formal pants or
jeans, or other aspects of the polo, such as a generic
shop-bought item or something connected with a
profession or association. An ex-naval association?
Likely buttoned. A fly-fishing group? Likely open
at the top. If nothing else, it brings this to mind so
that the director can ask before taking the family in
to view that the shirt is or isn’t buttoned and just
making sure that is the way they prefer.
Speaking of suit ensembles, always check the
pockets. In addition to items that the family may
want which have been left in there by accident or
which might explode in a cremator, there is much
Duncan Norris is a practicing embalmer at
Kenton Ross Funerals in Brisbane, Australia.
A Fellow of the AIE and former BIE Divisional
Secretary, he has also served in numerous
other roles including that of coronial agent,
anatomical lab assistant, and in international
mass disasters.
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to be learnt about the deceased by what may be
there. I have upon a number of occasions found
table cards from a wedding or orders of service
from a funeral—including, I cannot help adding,
from our own company—often from years past.
This indicates that the deceased may not have
been a regular wearer of the suit, but it was more
a formal occasion only item, as opposed to a new
and smartly maintained outfit which was clearly
an integral part of the wearer’s chosen look. It is
impossible to tell how that information might one
day be germane, but it is worth knowing. Here’s
one example. I once was to dress a gentleman in an
elaborate and immaculate suit ensemble with many
additional elements. However, it seemed strange to
me in these circumstances that he didn’t have socks
or underwear. I double-checked with the funeral
director, who, too, thought it was unusual given
the family’s very specific requirements for every
other aspect of the funeral. He called the family,
and it transpired they had left the “socks and jocks”
in their car by accident, and were planning to bring
them at some later time. Just having awareness
saved the hassle and indignity of later having to
remove, redress, and re-coffin the deceased.
Unusual items. There are a number of traditional
items which are specifically associated with the
deceased, and which are commonly found with
them from the time of transfer or given at viewings
or services. The most frequent is probably flowers,
but we have all encountered any number of such
objects, of a bewildering variety and scope. Some
of these have obvious meanings—religious icons
for example—while others are esoteric and of a
personal nature which no one but the giver would
understand the meaning of. Yet it is important to
pay attention to these items and try to understand
in some way what they might mean. Culturally
specific articles might indicate aspects of belief
or needs in conjunction with the funeral which
could easily be accommodated, or a seemingly
random and abundant assortment might indicate
a large and connected family. Items that likely
came from children should be especially noted, as
a young relation may be traumatized at a viewing
to find out that Granny doesn’t have the token
of their love they gave her, because some person
unknowingly threw the cartoon sticker attached
to the clothing into the washing machine with the
clothes themselves.
There are no hard and fast rules, no absolutes,
with the process of trying to intuit the best
means of preparation of the deceased in every
specific instance. The embalmer as detective will
occasionally come up short, as sadly is true of the
real detective. Yet it is vital to always apply every
possible avenue of information and draw upon
training, experience, and a broader application of
knowledge to give the best result possible.
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In My Day…
By Glenda Stansbury, CFSP
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of us attended receptions and events and spent
lots of time saying, “Oh, yes I remember you!
What are you doing now?” while pretending
that we recognized the person standing in front
of us. Thankfully we had name tags with our
high school pictures on them, so it gave a little
clue to our cloudy memories.
There was lots of gray hair and wrinkles,
a few canes and walkers, a couple of sad
moments realizing that your friend was now
slipping into the haze of dementia, and some
fun laughs and a few tears as we shared how
we have navigated life. And a board of pictures
in remembrance of those who we had lost
that spanned six tables. That was a sobering
moment to realize how many have died since
those young days of believing that we were
immortal and bulletproof.
Of course, most of my friends have now
retired and they were more than a little amazed
and amused that I currently have five careers
with no plans of slowing down. I just shrugged
and told them that my dad, Doug Manning,
retired from traveling and training at 85, and
at 90 is still writing and running groups by
Zoom, so I don’t have a very good role model
for how to do the no-work thing. I am failing
retirement so far.
On Saturday of that weekend, some of us
took a tour of the school. I had not entered those
doors since the final day following graduation
50 years before. So, it was interesting and
nostalgic and eye opening as we walked those
same halls where our entire world existed in
the self-absorbed world of eighteen-year-olds,
when we knew everything and were ready to
conquer all.
As I walked the well-worn floors, saw the
tiny little lockers that were no more than six
inches wide and marveled that we managed to
get books and coats and paraphernalia stuffed
in there. One of our classmates who now
teaches at our alma mater told us the school
no longer uses those lockers because kids don’t
carry books anymore and their backpacks will
not fit. What was once one of the central parts
of our high school experience was long gone.
It occurred to me how easy it is to fall
into the “in my day” mentality. That our early
years were always the golden years, how we

In life, there are some important milestones
that we have established for our journey on this
big blue marble. Age thirteen means that one
is officially a “teenager,” and everyone stands
back to wait for the expected and anticipated
angst and disorder that accompanies this
segment of growing up. Then, the big sixteen
provides what every young person eagerly
awaits—freedom through the magic of a
four-wheel transportation vehicle. Eighteen
allegedly means that you are leaving childhood
behind, whether you want to or not. I’ve never
understood why that occurs at eighteen rather
than twenty. Shouldn’t the teens incorporate
all of the teen years? Society has deemed that
an eighteen-year-old can vote, serve in the
military, get a tattoo, rent an apartment, and,
surprisingly, adopt a child.
Then, the big twenty-one. When one can
buy alcohol and cannabis, book a hotel room,
hit the casino floor, and be told that it’s time
to figure out what you are going to do with
your life.
Once we have gotten through that maze of
pivotal moments that take place in a short eight
years, the following years have some of those
“big birthdays” that affect some more than
others. I’ve seen just about all of them. Trust
me, nothing to write home about except just
being grateful for living through another trip
around the sun.
But, this year, I experienced the seminal
milestone that is presented to those of us who
are lucky enough to reach a certain age. The
50th High School Reunion. Oh, wow. No,
really? How can it possibly be? Wasn’t I just
attending the 25th reunion last year? But it
was true, so I gathered up all my courage and
resolve and drove to my hometown to take
part in the festivities.
I grew up in Tulsa, Oklahoma and my high
school was the largest school in the entire state
when I graduated in 1972. There were 900
students in my graduating class. So, obviously
I didn’t know everyone when I was there and
chances of me recognizing even the fraction of
them who might attend were slim to none.
For a raucous weekend, well, as raucous
as a bunch of 68-year-olds can be, about 250
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and 50% generational, planning on taking over
grandad’s and dad’s firm.
Today’s students are the picture of
diversity in age, gender, appearance, and vision
of what their career path might look like. Now
we see 80% female, many students are older
and entering their second or third career,
very few are coming from a background of
funeral service, a majority are working two
or three jobs just trying to get through school
while supporting a family, some have tattoos
and piercings, hair color and pronouns that
express their authentic selves. What is the
constant throughout the years is the dedication
and determination that this is the career that
they chose with intention. “I just want to serve
families” is the response I always get when I
ask, “Why funeral service?”
And, I can hear some of the responses. “This
is not what I will hire at my firm. Not for my
community.” May I offer to you that perhaps it
is time to look around at your community? You
will find much more diversity in the population
than you even imagine. I recently attended a
reception at my church welcoming new people
who were joining our congregation. Among
the ten people there, one couple were young
women who had just come out to their families
and were engaged, one couple shared their
journey with their transgender son, another
couple talked with pride about their two
children who happen to be gay. All of these
stories were given as just the natural part of
their lives with no hesitation or concern. This
is life.
Most people are much more interested in
a professional who is caring and compassionate
and efficient and reliable than what they look
like or what they wear. They need shepherds
with hearts. These students need places that
celebrate their passion and their willingness
to serve. If you are hoping to find the same
director that you hired ten years ago, you’ll be
waiting for a long time.
So rather than throw your hands up in
exasperation and defeat, consider how someone
that brings a new look and a new perspective
might appeal to your next customers—the
Gen X and Millennials who are now making
arrangements for their Baby Boomer parents.
Those of us who are attending 50-year class
reunions are quickly on the way to your door
and our kids are the ones who will be making
decisions about who will be caring for them.
My Gen X daughter has been married to
her wife for 10 years and is an accomplished
mother of two boys and a wonderful nurse. My
millennial daughter has 14 tattoos, is a talented
accountant, carries a medical marijuana card,

interacted with the world was the only right
way. That subsequent generations lack the
wisdom and insight we had somehow developed
that was far superior. It is a trap and one that
sneaks up on us before we can even hear the
words come out of our mouths, “In my day,
this is how we did it.”
Which brings us to the topic of this
meandering article. You knew I would get there
ultimately. I’ve been involved in the funeral
profession as a vendor since 1995, I’ve been
a Funeral Celebrant practitioner and trainer
since 1999, I’ve been a licensee since 2005,
I’ve been a mortuary school instructor since
2008. So, I’ve been involved in this profession
that we love for over a quarter of a century.
Certainly not as long as many of you, but long
enough to have observed some clear trends
and issues. Doug and I have been writing and
speaking for decades about the opportunities
and necessities of looking forward, of serving
families in meaningful and healing ways, of
embracing what our communities are telling us
that they need.
We all have a tendency to joke about how
hard it is to change in the funeral profession.
“Like turning the Titanic and rearranging the
deck chairs” etc. etc. Certainly, we all had a
moment of shock and awe as everyone was
required to pivot immediately at the beginning
of the pandemic. There were many lessons
learned about new skills, new technology,
new concepts of service, new ways to serve.
And for many firms, these were adaptations
that became normalized and integrated into
the identity and business model of the funeral
home.
But, there are still some things that
puzzle me when having conversations with
funeral professionals about the challenges that
are being faced. They shake their heads and
wonder where the good old days went. Well,
they went the way of the six-inch locker.
They are obsolete and no longer useful.
Let’s tiptoe through some of those
concerns.
Staffing
You hear it everywhere. “I can’t find
anyone to hire! No one wants to work
anymore.” As a person who is privileged to
work in two mortuary programs, I can tell
you the classes are full. Full of students who
are eager and yearning to get through school
so they can enter this profession in order to
learn from and work alongside experienced
professionals. I can also tell you that in the 15
years I’ve been in the classroom, the students
have changed. No longer do we have 80% male
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to be able to walk away from the funeral and
say, “I’m so glad we did that.”
One of our Celebrants sent me a newspaper
ad that stated emphatically, “We believe that
only ministers should officiate at funerals.
That’s why you’ll never see a funeral celebrant
officiating at one of our services.” That’s a
choice and I honor that a firm can make that
choice. But are they comfortable knowing that
they are alienating half of their potential clients
who do not want or need or resonate with a
minister-led funeral? Isn’t it our goal and our
responsibility to be able to serve every person
who comes into our care? Not to limit our
reach to only those people who agree with our
idea of what a service should be?
What if my cable company said, “We do
not provide service for those who wish to watch
RuPaul’s Drag Race because we do not like drag
queens”? I believe that my cable company wants
to make money from everyone and not make
judgements about what is acceptable content.
This is what it means to be an organization that
is open to the entire community. And, full
disclosure, I love RuPaul’s Drag Race.
While we are always in amazement and
gratitude for so many firms across the world
who believe in Celebrants and acknowledge
that Celebrants can offer healing and meaningful
services, we are sometimes discouraged when
we hear, “We don’t offer Celebrants.” I would
plead with those owners and managers and
arrangers to let us show you a service, let you
read the thank you notes, let you hear from
those families who say, “I couldn’t have gotten
through this without you.”
I recently conducted a funeral and the
family sent me an email that read, “We are
still having people tell us how amazing the
service was. No less than three people have
said they never wanted a funeral—but they
want that. Thank you.” After 20 years and over
5000 Celebrants, we are making a difference
and would love to make a difference for your
firm. It’s not your grandfather’s funeral service
anymore.

is a disc golf pro, lives with her boyfriend
and multiple dogs and cats, and has no plans
for marriage or babies. These are your next
customers. Are they concerned about tattoos
or clothes or hair color or gender? Nope.
They are concerned about an experience and
meaning and value.

If you ask Gen
X or millennials
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preferred manner
of disposition
might be, a
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of them are
going to choose
something else—
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composting.

Compensation
Now, Glenda, you are meddling. No, I’m
just reporting what I am hearing. Too often
students are graduating with an associate’s
or bachelor’s degree and find that they could
make more money working at a fast-food
restaurant than as a full time professional. Over
the years I have talked to students who worked
at the same salary that was offered at hiring and
stayed for several years with the promise that a
raise and benefits were coming soon. Finally,
when the decision was made to change firms
where the salary was almost double along with
full benefits, their previous directors bemoaned
the lack of loyalty.
These licensees have student loan debt,
have families, have obligations way beyond
what used to be the obligations of the traditional
22-year-old graduating from college. “Well, I
didn’t get paid like that when I started.” I get
it. When I began my first career as a special
education teacher in 1976, my salary was
$8,000. But I certainly do not expect educators
today not to be paid a decent salary just
because I had to work three jobs to support my
daughter. I had to carry six textbooks in school
and figure out how to run to the tiny locker
between classes. But that doesn’t mean that it
is now wrong that students only need a laptop
and a WiFi connection.
The old “walk a mile in the snow uphill
both ways to school” mantra does not work
anymore. Or the funeral version - “I had to
sleep at the funeral home to answer phones and
go out on calls with no maps while working
60 hours a week.” If you want to hire quality
funeral directors, then the pay and the workload
needs to reflect that. “In my day” doesn’t pay
the bills.

Green and Beyond
Some of us remember when cremation first
began to make an impact upon our businesses.
Many funeral directors just wanted to ignore
what their communities were telling them and
hoped it would go away. It’s a fad. It will fail.
Well, now that we are at over 54% cremation
choice across the entire country and, in some
areas at 85% cremation rates, it’s clear that it
did not disappear. And our failure to embrace
and energize our business model by robustly
offering cremation is still haunting many firms.

Service
We continue to carry the banner for
creating service opportunities that appeal to
families beyond the traditional. Of course,
you still have some families who are very
comfortable with the familiar ceremonies
of their past experiences. But, clearly more
people are looking for an opportunity to hear
the story, to gather with food and hospitality,
to offer an event to their friends and guests, to
explore alternative body preparation options,
The Dodge Magazine
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And now we are facing some of the same
changes and disruptions. If you ask Gen X or
millennials what their preferred manner of
disposition might be, a large majority of them
are going to choose something else—green,
alkaline, composting. And, with a few clicks
on a computer screen, they can find all about
those options.
The major change in your community is
access to information. When I was in school,
research happened in the library and with long
days of seeking information through stacks of
books and reams of paper. No longer is the
funeral director the only receptacle of deep,
dark secrets of caring for the dead. Now,
anyone can watch a cremation or an embalming
or a green burial on YouTube.
HBO had a special that came out in 2019
titled Alternative Endings—Six New Ways to Die.
The public saw coral reefs, living funerals,
assisted death, rocket launches, green burials,
and non-traditional celebrations of life. Not
a single funeral director was seen working
with any of these families. Your families are
informed and inspired and insistent that their
service providers do just that—provide the

service they want.
Becoming comfortable and conversant
about new opportunities is vital and important.
Shrugging and saying, “We don’t do that,” is
the funeral equivalent of “Get off my lawn.” If
we are going to accompany our families into
the next decade, we must be at the front of the
parade, not begrudgingly bringing up the rear.
So, take it from someone who is now
officially old. The future is out there and it
belongs to those who honor the past, who
appreciate the traditions and the history
and face the next steps with courage and
determination to change and grow and create
services that could not have been imagined just
a few years ago. “In my day” just won’t get
us there anymore. Keep it for reminiscing at
reunions, not for your business.
Glenda Stansbury, CFSP, MALS is the Dean of
the InSight Institute of Funeral Celebrants, VP
of InSight Books, adjunct professor for UCO
Funeral Service Department and a practicing
Certified Funeral Celebrant. You can contact her
at celebrantgs@gmail.com

Photo courtesy of Kathy Watkins
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Challenge your funeral
service knowledge with the

Embalmers Challenge Crossword.
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ACROSS
2. The great artery arising from the Left Ventricle, being the main trunk
from which the systemic arterial system proceeds.
4. A measure of the degree to which a solution is acidic or alkaline.
5. Measurement of flow per minute.
6. Surgical knife.
10. Largest organ of the body.
15. Illumination used to alter or enhance the casketed remains.
17. Newborn.
19. Coinjection used to stabilize pH and correct tap water for embalming.
21. Putty-like material used for modeling features.
23. Receptacle for cremated remains.
24. A tube for insertion into a duct or cavity.
25. Cut made into tissue.
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DOWN
1. Used for cavity aspiration and injection.
3. To lay at rest.
4. Primary goal of good embalming.
7. Governmental agency with the regulation and enforcement of safety
and health matters for most U.S. employees.
8. Exceptional preserving, disinfecting, and deodorizing chemical.
9. Final resting space.
11. Vessel through which blood passes.

The Dodge Magazine

12. Coloring matter that can be applied to an object.
13. Artificial body part or replacement.
14. The science dealing with the form and structure of living organisms.
16. Strength of an embalming chemical.
18. High potency embalming powder.
20. Rigidity of tissue due to chemical reaction.
22. Coinjection chemical additive to impart moisture to dry tissue.
• Answers on page 34
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The Perfect
Tribute

By Jerome Burke

of the days when Rutherford B. Hayes was President; too high-necked for an evening gown, too
low-necked for daytime wear, with knuckle-length
sleeves of Irish pillow lace. With the gown were
stockings of heavy white silk and a pair of positively
microscopically small white-kid slippers. The garment was redolent with the dainty, spicy scent of
mingled clove and lavender.
I took the time-worn pasteboard box he handed
me as carefully as if it were something made of spun
glass, and put it beside me on the seat of the station
wagon we use for first-call work. I knew that in
entrusting me with those precious old garments Chris
Lathrop had paid me as high a compliment as he had
when he gave his grandmother’s body into my hands.
But trust implies obligation, and with each
revolution of the wheels as we drove from the big
Lathrop house I become more keenly aware of the
obligation I had assumed. Grandma Lathrop couldn’t
have weighed much more than 98 pounds, and the
carved-ivory fragility of her small skeleton was
barely covered by her flesh. Her face was a mass of
fine wrinkles; there were deep hollows under her
clavicles; her knees and elbows were bony, ball-like
protrusions breaking the lath-thin slenderness of her
legs and arms. We could erase some of the wrinkles,
leaving enough to give her face character, but - how
and double how were we going to make a gown which
had looked lovely on a bride of 18 look anything but a
pathetic travesty on a great-grandmother of 91?
“What are we going to do?” I asked Julie
Fernandez whose genius had helped me out of similar
difficulties in the past.
Julie bent her head in thought a moment, then,
“May I go out and talk to Mr. Lathrop?” she asked.
“You’re raving, girl,” I told her. “You might as
well try to talk him out of the family silver as to try
to persuade him to change his mind about using that
wedding gown for a burial dress.”
She smiled at me. “I hadn’t thought of that, Mr.
Jerry,” she told me. I’m just playing what you might
call a hunch. Most old ladies like Mrs. Lathrop have
several of those old, heavy Spanish silk shawls. If she
had one, I think I see a way out of our difficulties.”
I was on pins and needles till she returned, but
when she came back she had the shawl with her.
“Now, whatever are you going to do with that -” I
began, but she only put a finger to her lips and smiled
at me.
Late that afternoon she asked me to come to
the reposing room where Grandma Lathrop lay.
She had dressed the old lady’s thin white hair high
on her small head, and put white-kid gloves on the
little, arthritis-deformed hands. Across the narrow
shoulders she had drawn the Spanish shawl, letting

“Mr. Lathrop on the phone, Boss,” Mary Garvey told
me on the office intercom. “Personal call for you.”
“Burke here,” I announced as I picked up the
instrument.
The voice that answered me was sob-choked and
a little thick, as if it came from far away through a
heavy mist. But funeral directors are used to that.
“This is Chris Lathrop,” the caller told me. “Grandma
Lathrop died a few minutes ago. Can you come
right out?”
Of late years I have not been answering many
calls personally. I’ve got a staff that has few equals
and no superiors, and I let the boys and girls do most
of the work – but a call from the Lathrop family is
a special occasion and merits special treatment. “Of
course,” I answered.
* *
Minerva Lathrop – Grandma Lathrop as she was
known, although in actuality she was several times
a great-grandmother - was as much an institution
in our town as the Common or the Civil War
Monument. During the Spanish War she organized,
personally led, and supervised a Red Cross unit
that did more for the boys than any similar unit in
the country - and after the shooting was over, put
pressure on Congress to see that those who needed
pensions got them in a hurry. In World War I, she
personally sold more Liberty Bonds than all our FourMinute Men put together. She had begun to slow
down a little when World War II broke out, but the
cartons of cigarettes she sent to the boys in hospitals
would have reached almost from Kennebunkport to
Klamath Falls if they’d been laid end to end, and the
parties she gave for the boys on leave from Devens
were fabulous - champagne and oysters and lobster
and turkey and whole roast pig, with stacks of tickets
to the latest shows and most popular movies ready
for the asking. Each Christmastime the postman fairly
groaned beneath the weight of greetings she received
from veterans of all three wars. Now she was gone,
and I knew that we should have a funeral to tax the
mettle of Burke Service.
* *
“Grandma always said she wanted to be buried
in her wedding gown,” Christopher Lathrop III told
me. “It’s pretty fragile - been laid away in mothballs
heaven only knows how long - you’ll have to handle
it with care.”
His warning was a masterpiece of understatement. The beautiful old dress was of heavy silk
brocade which had been laid away so long that
it had begun to turn a faint tannish-brown, and
where the fabric had been folded it showed signs of
coming apart, as if it had been lightly scored with a
sharp knife. It was cut in the elegant, opulent lines
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one end hang down to cover the left arm, and draped
the other end, right-to-left, across the chest, so
that Grandma’s lower throat and all her chest were
covered by the heavy creamy silk. Grandma looked as
if she’d been a little tired and drawn her shawl around
her to lie down for a little nap and pleasant dreams.
* *
The funeral was held from the big double parlors
of the Lathrop house, and the crowd overflowed into
the wide central hall, the big library, and even the
huge dining room. “Society” was out in force, and
there were more striped trousers and morning coats
there than could be counted anywhere this side of an
ambassadorial conference in Geneva. The grocer, the
druggist, the meat-market proprietor and practically
every tradesman in town were also present, but
when I looked around for a delegation of veterans, I
looked in vain. “Oh, well” I told myself with cynical
philosophy, “she’s gone. They can’t get anything
more from her.”
* *
The mourning party had been debarked from
their cars and taken their position at the graveside,
and Dr. MacLeod of the First Presbyterian Church
had begun the committal service when a motorcade
of eight or ten cars came through the main gate of

The post
bugler raised
his polished
instrument and
blew Taps.
“Hand - salute!”
came the
command, and
fifty white-gloved
hands came up
in stiff military
salute.

Shadow Lawns. They drew to a stop some seventyfive or a hundred feet from the open grave, and out
of them poured the entire membership of the Gideon
P. Armstrong Post of the American Legion. Every
blue uniform was freshly cleaned and pressed; every
button shone like sunshine; every cap was adjusted at
the perfect angle. They formed in columns of squads,
came up the road until they reached a point directly
opposite the grave, then came on right into line until
they stood in a double rank facing the grave and the
mourning party. There they stood at parade rest
while Dr. McLeod completed his brief service. As
the words of utter finality: “We therefore commit
her body to the earth, earth to earth, dust to dust,
ashes to ashes,” were spoken, the post bugler raised
his polished instrument and blew Taps. “Hand salute!” came the command, and fifty white-gloved
hands came up in stiff military salute. The lovely
blond-mahogany casket had sunk into the grave when
the post commander stepped forward, laid a wreath
of bright poppies beside the other floral tributes,
saluted the still open grave, and returned to the
ranks. On the tag attached to the wreath was written:
“To Grandma Lathrop, From her Buddies.”
* *
Christopher Lathrop III removed his neat rimless
spectacles and wiped his eyes with the spotless whitelinen handkerchief he drew from the breast pocket of
his morning coat. “It was a perfect tribute - perfect,
Mr. Burke,” he said. “I only wish Grandma could
have known about it.”
“I’m sure she does, sir,” I told him. And I
meant it.

Jerome is an old funeral director who has
told his tales to numerous generations of
Dodge Magazine readers.
Jerome Burke
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2. AORTA — The great artery arising from the Left Ventricle, being
the main trunk from which the systemic arterial system proceeds.
4. PH — A measure of the degree to which a solution is acidic or alkaline.
5. RATE — Measurement of flow per minute.
6. SCALPEL — Surgical knife.
10. SKIN — Largest organ of the body.
15. LIGHTING — Illumination used to alter or enhance the casketed remains.
17. NEONATE — Newborn.
19. RECTIFIANT — Coinjection used to stabilize pH and correct tap water
for embalming.
21. WAX — Putty-like material used for modeling features.
23. URN — Receptacle for cremated remains.
24. CANNULA — A tube for insertion into a duct or cavity.
25. INCISION — Cut made into tissue.
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DOWN
1. TROCAR — Used for cavity aspiration and injection.
3. REPOSE — To lay at rest.
4. PRESERVATION — Primary goal of good embalming.
7. OSHA — Governmental agency with the regulation and enforcement
of safety and health matters for most U.S. employees.
8. DISSPRAY — Exceptional preserving, disinfecting and deodorizing chemical.
9. GRAVE — Final resting space.
11. VEIN — Vessel through which blood passes.
12. PIGMENT — Coloring matter that can be applied to an object.
13. PROSTHETIC — Artificial body part or replacement.
14. ANATOMY — The science dealing with the form and structure
of living organisms.
16. INDEX — Strength of an embalming chemical.
18. ACTION — High potency embalming powder.
20. FIRMING — Rigidity of tissue due to chemical reaction.
22. HUMECTANT — Coinjection chemical additive to impart moisture
to dry tissue.
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DODGESORB—THE PROFESSIONAL’S
MULTIUSE ABSORBENT
• Absorbs copious amounts of moisture.
• Perfect inside plastic garments to control or prevent leaking.
• Excellent insurance for your ship-out cases.
• Use in caskets stored in mausoleums and receiving vaults used for winter storage.
• Cleans up prep room spills quickly and easily.
• Absorbs all the moisture inside bone donation incisions.

DodgeSorb
6 oz. Jar
Catalog No. 532230
3 lb. 3 oz. Jug
Catalog No. 532214

For Professional
Embalming Use Only

25 lb. Pail
Catalog No. 532226
Also Available:
Case of 24 (6 oz.
bottles)
Catalog No. 532201
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